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BREMSSTRANLUNG EMISSION OF A BUNCH OF ULTRARELATIVISTIC 
CHARGED PARTICLES MOVING THROUGH A THICK TARGET. 

A.V.Koshelkin 

Moscow Engineering Physics Institute, Moscow, 115409, Russia 

Abstract: The -- theory of radiation 
emission a bunch of non-interacting 
classical-fast charged particles which are 
scattered elastically by atoms of the 
amorphous matter is developed for the first 
time.The spectral distribution of the energy 
of bremsstrahlung of this particles is 
obtained in the case when the particles fly 
into the medium along the same direction. 
It IS shown that the presence more than a one 
irradiating particle leads to the essential 
changes of the spectrum of bremsstrahlung in 
the matter. In particular there is at least 
one maximum of the spectral distribution of 
the bremsstrahlung energy in contradiction to 
the situation of an individual irradiating 
particle 11-31. 

Problem: At the tlmc moment t=o a -- 
bunch of non-interacting between themselves 
classical-fast ! E )) 0 -radiation 
frequency 1 ultrarelativistic ( E ))rn 1 
charged particles ( E, m , e are the 
energy, the mass and the value of the charge 
of the particle, h z c r 1 1 is flying 
into the semi-infinite homogeneous scattering 
matter with the velocity 30. The particles 

a r-e situated on the plane which 
perpendic:ular to the 3 dir-ection GI Cl 
directiolb of Z axis) at this moment. Their 

t 
coordinates are equal to Ri, G,,..., iiN; N 

is the quantity of the irradiating particles; 
T is a target thickness. We consider that the 
characteristic longitudinal size of the bunch 
is a small as compered with the thickness of 
a target. 

To obtain the spectral density of the 
energy of bremsstrahlung d&W/dO in the matter 

which may be observed experimentally it is 
necessary to average well known expression 
for the emission energy dEW /da 11-31 over 

all traiectories of the particles in the 
scattering medium. As it is shown in the 
paper [41 the averaging is reduced to the 
calculation of the, Fourier component over 
coordinates ? 

a' fp of the particles of 

two-time distribution function F (8 sv, t, 
c )1' 

1) [41 ( 3 

velocities) 

i,r ,,) caSeare the particles 

when the multiple 
elastic collisions of the ultrarelativistic 
charged particles with the chaotic situated 
atoms of the matter take place. On averaging 

dEr.lj idu with the Fc(3 
w' 

3,, t, 'I) and 

integrating obtained expression after that 
over all emission angles we get the spectral 
distribution of the bremsatrahlung emission 
of the set of the classical-fast charged 
particles in the scattering matter. 

Results: 
bunch77 

If the longitudinal size of the 
the particles is such that the 

inequality min I(; 1 1 )> max I W-l ;71 ( 
aP = 

T 

is the characteristic time of the formation 
of the emission quantum in the scattering 

mcdiun;l~Gpl:I~G- Egl is the distance between 

two particles at the initial time moment) 
takes place then the spectral distribution 
of bremsstrahlung is the oscillation function 
of the radiation frequency. But the 
oscillation amplitude is differed from the 
value of the emission energy of N 
independrnt irradiating particles I31 very 
small. 

In Lhc another extreme case T'-'* 

.min I I(Zl ap'J 1 << 5" = (m/El' << 1 t:llC 

spectral distribution of bremsstrahlung has a 
maximum. Moreover one is a single. The 
physical reason of its existence 
rollowing. The particles of the bun:: 
irradiate more coherent than the frequency 
h! is smaller. On the other hand the 
value of the dE w /dti! of the individual 
irradiating particle decreases with 
decreasing of the w f31. The presence of 
the two contrary tendencies at the d&,, /dW 

dependence on the frequency w leais to 
the appearance of the maximum of the spectral 
distribution of bremsstrahlung of the set of 
the non-interacting particles in the matter 
as compared with the case of the individual 
irradiating particle (l-31, when the dF: 

'cd /dW 

is the monotonous function of the radiation 
frequency. 

The analysis of the situation -1 
T . 

minlLi ,& I K {"cc 1 gives. The maximum of 

the bremsstrahlung -gFTectrum 1.5 always 
situated at the hb > qs ( q is the average 
square of rl multiple s_c~tt~rin~I angle along 

the path unit) . If qE * Id, I,,, x 1 then 
b! "ax 2 ¶f-* CP but dSW/dh, 2 ( &w /dtil R.---H. 
((dam, /dO) R --H is the emission energy of an . . 
ultrarelativistic particle which is scattered 
by the isolated centre of the matter 11-31). 

At the q[-aId4 -1 /z ap I,,, 5 t’qT) << 1 the 
frequency Mm,, is equal to the q.{-' ds 

before and quotient (d&:W /do) mclx 
:(dEg/dOl is s.--H. N (the particles quantity). 

In the case qEma. 1; 
up Inax I << t CqTi' I2 the 

maximum of the spectral distrrbution has a 
form of the plate with the width is equal to 

lmin . The quotient 

S.--H. is approximately 
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